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Introduction
The optimal level of portfolio turnover for an active strategy involves tradeoffs between
optimization inputs, such as expectations of alpha values and alpha decay, transaction costs,
and capital gain taxes (if any).
The usual mean-variance objective function is in units of risk-adjusted expected return per
unit time, while transaction costs and the liability for taxes arise at specific moments in
time.
The Northfield Open Optimizer allows users to input an amortization scalar (implicitly
defining a time horizon) so that costs are transformed into the correct units. At a basic
level, the amortization scalar is directly related to the expectation of portfolio turnover.
A more nuanced understanding of the optimal tradeoffs includes adjusting the amortization
constant for the rate of alpha decay, the liquidity of the securities, and the active share of
the strategy.
Finally, we will provide a method to explicitly approximate multi-period optimization within
the single period structure of MPT.
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A Quick Literature Review
There are many academic
papers on controlling
turnover and the impact of
trading costs on
management of active
portfolios.

A recent good paper on
optimal turnover is Ritter,
et. al. (2022), Optimal
Turnover, Liquidity, and
Autocorrelation by Gordon
Ritter, Bastien Baldacci, Elie
Benveniste :: SSRN

• Most of these papers suggest “rebalancing rules” as to when a portfolio is
sufficiently sub-optimal to bother trading at all.
• Among these is Rubinstein (1991), Kroner and Sultan (1993) and Engle,
Mezrich, and Yu (1998).
• However, when transaction costs are nonlinear (i.e. market impact),
rebalancing too rarely can concentrate trades into fewer rebalancing
events, generating higher trading costs.

• It illustrates that portfolios over time can come to a predictable “steady
state,” which is consistent with Sneddon (JOI, 2008)
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Getting the Units Right
•

The traditional mean/variance optimization objective function is expressed as

U = R – S2/RAP – (C + T) * A
U = investor utility (risk adjust return net of costs)
R = expected return (or alpha) per unit time
S = expected portfolio volatility per unit time
RAP = investor risk tolerance
C = transaction costs
T = capital gain taxes
A = amortization constant
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Amortization Constant With Absolute Risk
A simplistic view of the amortization constant
is that it reflects the expected level of
turnover.
If I expect the portfolio to have 20% per year
turnover, this implies that the average
position stays in the portfolio five years
because it benefits the portfolio to do so.
• The cost of getting that position into
the portfolio should be amortized
over a comparable five years or 20%
per annum.
• Most strategies have alpha decay
such that they have no predictive
power over long periods.
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The Role of Active Share To Benchmark

In most cases, active portfolios are
being optimized relative to passive
benchmarks.

Any portfolio can be thought of as the
sum of the benchmark portfolio plus a
long/short portfolio of active positions.

To the extent that the passive
benchmark will have very little turnover
(nonzero due to corporate actions),
most of the turnover comes from the
active share portion which is a minority
of the portfolio value.

The summation of absolute values of
the active positions is often referred to
as “active share”, formally known as the
J (Johnson) statistic.

The turnover within the active share
part of the portfolio is may be several
times as high as the overall turnover
that most people think about.
•The amortization constant should reflect this reality
because it is in the active portion of the portfolio
that costs are being weighed against return and
risk.
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Managing Turnover with the Amortization Constant
As we raise the amortization constant, we
are giving more emphasis on the costs and
taxes that are subject to amortization.
• All else equal, the higher the amortization
constant the lower the level of optimal
turnover
• While capital gain taxes (if any) are
calculable for a given transaction,
transaction costs must be accurately
estimated, for which Northfield supplies
sophisticated models to Optimizer clients
for free.

The available alternative is to simply set an
Optimizer constraint on portfolio turnover
generally without sufficient empirical
evidence to determine what the truly
optimal level of turnover might be.
• You can also set a constraint on the
number of trades in an optimization.
• Due to the nature of our optimization
algorithm the most important trades
occur first (monotonic improvement)
which is not present in “cutting plane”
algorithms.
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Portfolio Dynamics
One way to think of the optimal turnover problem is that due to cost
frictions, your optimal portfolio is always a combination of what your
optimal portfolio would be in the absence of costs and constraints and
the legacy portfolio you have now.
• Your current legacy portfolio has been influenced by the entire history of past portfolios, as
the frictions accumulate over time.
• This framing of Portfolio Dynamics was first put forward by Sneddon in a Northfield client
conference in 2005, DynamicsOfActivePortfolios.PDF (northinfo.com)
• Formalized in Sneddon (Journal of Investing, 2008)

A related representation of portfolio evolution with heterogenous
investors was provided in this webinar, Advances in Portfolio
Customization (northinfo.com)
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Analyzing Dynamics With CAtt
Northfield offers a daily performance analysis tool based on the concept of
Portfolio Dynamics known as “Complete Attribution” (CAtt).

The CAtt process can analyze the performance of live or simulated portfolios over
time to make transparent the influences on active performance.
• Predictive power of alpha signals or individual components of alpha values
• Impact of constraints
• Tradeoff between transaction costs and alpha decay (i.e. optimal turnover)
• Estimated transaction costs
• Utility impact of trades not done for cost reasons

The CAtt process does not involve regression analysis of positions against returns
as proposed in some other performance analysis methods.
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Single Period Optimization in a Multi-Period World
Traditional Markowitz optimization is a single
period problem.

Time goes from now until the end of time
during which optimization parameters are
exactly known and fixed.
There is no concept of multiple successive
periods that define reality for most investors.

There is a large academic literature on multi-period optimization methods, but
practitioner adoption has been nil.

In 2012, we proposed a practical
approximation to multi-period optimization,
Smarter Rebalancing: Using Single Period
Optimization In a Multi-period World
(northinfo.com)
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Probability of Realization
Our approximation to multiperiod optimization is based on a concept called “Probability of Realization”.

Consider two portfolios Q and B

Based on the expected returns and risks, B is a higher utility portfolio than Q, so we should be willing to expend some trading
costs to switch from portfolio Q to portfolio B.

However, there are only two special cases where we are guaranteed to realize the benefit of portfolio B being better than portfolio Q

B always outperforms Q (e.g. identical portfolios but B has
lower fees)

The time horizon is infinitely long

For any finite time-horizon the probability that we realize better performance with B than with Q is between .5 and 1.

The probability value is a function of the utility values of the
two portfolios and the tracking error between them

The higher the value, the more transaction costs we should be
willing to incur
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If you “Check the Box”
When the optimizer “multiperiod
approximation” is turned on, the
Probability of Realization (PR) is
calculated over and over as the
optimization proceeds.
• As PR varies during the
optimization, the amortization
constant A is updated dynamically
to produce the corresponding
higher or lower (usually lower)
level of turnover.

The impact of this dynamic
adjustment process is closely
related to the level of expected
turnover that is the initial basis for
setting the amortization constant.
• High turnover strategies will be
“slowed down” more
• Low turnover strategies will be
minimally impacted.
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Conclusions
Managing the level of turnover in an
active portfolio is something that even
most quantitative managers do in
informal ways.

• The key is the amortization constant that maps costs
occurring at a moment in time into the disparate units
of risk-adjusted return per unit time.

Coming to understand the optimal level
of turnover for a given set of portfolio
expectations can be achieved with
considerable refinement using tools like
our Complete Attribution process.

Optimal levels of turnover can be
defined and easily achieved in the
context of modern portfolio
optimization methods.

• In particular, the Northfield Optimizer can automatically
select the “amortization constant” that is most likely to
lead to optimal turnover.
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